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Driving Revenue Growth with Online 
Appointment Scheduling
Scheduler for Salesforce Redefines How Sales People Sell

Try Scheduler for Salesforce

1Source: State of Sales, Salesforce Research, 2016

Visit timetrade.com/salesforce

Calling, chasing and waiting results in sales 
professionals missing their numbers

Progressing leads through the funnel requires 
significant time and effort. Sales people wait an 
average of 3-4 days for a qualified prospect to 
respond with an available time to meet.1 Even when 
a positive response is received, there’s the inevitable 
follow-up: coordinating the logistics and exchange of 
meeting details, including phone numbers and virtual 
conference information; sending a confirmation email 
and calendar invite; plus logging all the associated 
activity into your CRM. A rescheduling of the original 
meeting triggers the process all over again, not to 
mention the hassles that will simply repeat for every 
subsequent meeting in the sales cycle. Given that the 
majority of sales will require as many as 5 follow-up 
calls and meetings before a deal is closed, your reps — 
and customers — are wasting valuable time and money 
playing an endless, frustrating game of tag.

Scheduler for Salesforce makes it easy for prospects 
to schedule time with you and automates all the 
administrative tasks associated with booking the 
meeting—right from within Salesforce. Here’s how:

Book meetings with one click. Easily book meetings with 
customers and colleagues from within Salesforce or share one-
click scheduling links through email, web, or social media to let 
prospects and customers automatically book meetings at times 
you’re available.

Provide the best available times everyone on the team can 
meet. Whether you have two or 2,000 people available to take 
appointments, you can pool your team availability and prioritize 
employees based on who is available and best qualified to 
help. Scheduler for Salesforce sees the unique availability of 
each person in your organization and combines them to offer 
prospects and clients maximum availability. Internal meetings, 
vacation times, and free time are instantly synced, ensuring the 
times you are offering are truly available—eliminating worries 
about double booking.

Integrate fully with your teams’ calendars. Whether you use 
Outlook, Google, iCal, Office 365, and/or Salesforce calendar, 
Scheduler ensures that free and busy times are properly 
reflected, and all booked meetings are added to your personal 
calendar as well as attendees’ calendars.

Control when you’re available with customized availability. 
Some clients or meeting types might need unique meeting 
times. Customized availability lets you choose specific dates and 
times to craft personalized meetings. You can also offer fully 
open availability, rolling availability, or a set date range.

“TimeTrade has helped us schedule appointments 
in all areas of our own SaaS business. It’s been 

a godsend for our sales team. Leads can now 
schedule meetings with representatives right from 
our website, and our sales team can reach out to 

potential clients with invitations created right inside 
Salesforce. Five stars all around for the company, 

value and product.”

–Brendan Carbone,
ForecastRX
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Schedule meetings one-on-one, with teams or on behalf 
of a colleague. Sometimes you just want to meet one-on-
one with a prospect, sometimes you need to include one 
or more colleagues, and other times you need to let people 
schedule on your behalf. Scheduler for Salesforce supports 
any scenario by showing the availability of anyone included 
on the meeting, allowing customers and prospects the ability 
to book a meeting when everyone is available.

Easily reschedule, add invitees and manage changes. 
Plans change constantly, and your team and systems 
need to be kept in the loop. Prospects and customers 
can easily update their appointments by rescheduling or 
adding attendees and other information, and Scheduler will 
automatically keep all attendees and Salesforce up-to-date.

Automatically schedule meetings with artificial 
intelligence. Leverage Salesforce Einstein to automatically 
generate a meeting with a prospect based on an assigned 
lead score. Meetings are scheduled, prospects are engaged 
and leads move quickly through the funnel—much faster 
than a traditional manual process.

Include web conferencing details with ease. Scheduler 
integrates with leading web conferencing providers such as 
WebEx, GoToMeeting, Join.me and Zoom, so you can easily 
include conferencing details in your invitations. No more 
cutting and pasting links from your web conferencing system 
into the meeting invitation: Scheduler auto-generates a 
unique link for each meeting.

Route inbound meeting requests to the right sales person 
based on unique business rules. Inbound meetings from 
your website, emails, and events are automatically routed to 
an available qualified expert based on skill set, location, time, 
meeting duration, or any other criteria that you set—ensuring 
you match prospects with the sales person who can best 
meet their needs.

Automate the creation of new leads or contacts in 
Salesforce. When a new customer comes in as a result of a 
scheduled meeting, a new lead or contact is automatically 
created, ensuring the customer database continues to grow 
and customer intelligence resides in Salesforce.

Track effectiveness of sales efforts linked to scheduled 
and completed meetings. Define which meetings are 
scheduled as a result of sales efforts and map them to 
Salesforce reporting to understand the effectiveness of your 
outreach efforts.

The results speak for themselves:

A seamless, end-to-end customer experience built for Salesforce
TimeTrade understands the importance that Salesforce plays in your sales efforts. Leveraging our years of Salesforce expertise, 
we enable your team to manage the entire customer engagement process directly within Salesforce, without having to navigate 
different vendors, ecosystems or applications. The result is a smooth end-to-end experience—from point of deployment to 
scheduling and management, all within Salesforce—which results in ongoing customer success.

Fully integrated with your sales 
technology stack, including Salesforce 

Sales Cloud, marketing automation 
(such as Salesforce Marketing Cloud), 
calendar (such as Outlook or Gmail), 

and web conferencing.

Fully compatible with Salesforce 
Shield providing enhanced protection, 

monitoring, and retention of your 
critical data stored in Salesforce.

Best-in-class scheduling capabilities 
including dynamic pooled availability, 

multi-person scheduling, and 
appointment routing—all leveraging 

TimeTrade’s 17 years of experience with 
more than 500 industry-leading brands.

Generate a stronger pipeline

Get better prospecting results by eliminating 
endless phone and email messages. Allow 
qualified prospects to schedule time at their 
convenience.

Build trusted relationships

Customers value personal connections with 
experienced sales professionals. Make sure 
your team is available when prospects and 
customers need them.

Close more deals, faster

Reduce the time spent on non-revenue-
generating activities and increase time spent 
driving conversations, conducting prospect 
meetings and closing deals.


